The Arrogance of Ambitious ZOG Careerists
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I’ve seen this in real life many times. Big shot wannabees, who think they know everything
and want to show just how great they are by doing things they know they can make
someone else look at fault later on — should it turn out bad. In other words,
they realize they’ll be the big heroes if everything goes as expected, but if it doesn’t they got
an easy out. CYA. You can see how they mapped it out in their ambitious little pea brains.
Last night we saw James Comey in a much hyped interview on ABC — one of the major
mouthpieces of the NWO. And this is the 25th anniversary week for the Waco/Branch
Davidian catastrophe. Very appropriate COHENcidence.
In the case of Waco, those ATF fools could have easily nabbed David Koresh (another
arrogant wacko) with a small team when he went into town, instead of doing a big, made for
prime time bust on the main compound. ATF actually code-named the whole thing as
“Operation Showtime,” if you can believe it. Hell, they already had an undercover embed
and a team at a nearby house. A simple phone call would have been all it took. Not flashy
enough for some idiot DC careerists, apparently.
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You can tell it was a manufactured media event because ATF tipped-off reporters got lost
and had to ask someone on the side of the road where the Branch Davidian compound
was. As fate would have it, they just happened to be wacked Waco cultists who then alerted
Brother man Koresh. The result was 4 ATF agents and 6 Branch Davidians dead, followed
later by 76 burned alive — including many children. Totally horrible result of idiot
government careerism.
Hell, the whole thing is what motivated Timothy McVeigh to bomb the Alfred P. Murrah
building in Oklahoma city two years later, even though I believe that it was probably a “let it
happen on purpose” false flag where people (maybe even the Feds) were tipped off from the
predominately Jewish SPLC Elohim City informants Carol Howe, Andreas Strassmeir and
Dan Spiegleman (the last two are supposedly Jews). This killed another 168 innocent people,
including more children. Evil begets evil!
The Jew Savings and Loan/junk bond collapses in the 1980’s started all this BS. Small farm
loan rip-offs put good Americans out on the streets. Back then, people were screaming
bloody murder — for good reason. Study up on it. Greedy Jew bastards and lefty Jews have
been totally screwing America from both ends for decades.
Yep, the Jews have been driving us bat crap insane from the never-ending race victimhood
cult promulgated by Jews, pushing for the immigration of non-White, crime-prone Third
Worlders into our lands and Zionist geopolitical shenanigans everywhere. The SOBs
are definitely going to be the ruination of America — if not already.
In the case of James Comey, he could have just put the facts about Hillary in front of a grand
jury instead of doing a big news speech, were he went on and on about what she did, but
finally letting her off the hook. If the grand jury put out a charge, fine, if not fine, too. His
boss, black racist Obama-lover, Loretta Lynch, is completely the one responsible for the
crap going on today with all this Hillary/James Comey nonsense (it goes on and on and on).
But because she’s black, lefty media stays silent. That’s PC BS for you.
With Hillary facing serious legal issues (as she should have), the democraps could have
dropped back and punted, putting Bernie Sanders in (not that I’m a big Bernie lover). That
would have worked out fair enough. Of course your idiot Hillary whores would have been
pissed, but then again those brainwashed liberals only care about their PC delusions and
feminist crap about a woman president.
Hillary Clinton is probably one of the biggest self-righteous creeps ever born in America.
Totally backroom dealing. She thinks her crap doesn’t stink. She believes she did nothing
wrong to lose the election to Trump. Isn’t it about time she shuts her fat foul trap and
retires from public life? She’s got the money. Hell, I’d be fishing and drinking up a storm.
She should be happy not going to Camp Fluffy (the minimum security prison in Butner,
North Carolina).
And yes, Hillary is a modern-day careerist politician. Ambitious to become America’s first
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female president, regardless of any BS she might have to pull off to do so. It’s ridiculous all
the crap her and Billy Bob have gotten away with. Look how filthy rich they are and how
their spoiled brat daughter sits in a fancy 10 million dollar NYC pad after doing hardly any
kind of real work in her entire life.
All of these career whores know “diversity” is the big thing and if you don’t jibber-jabber
total adherence, people can attack you with accusations of being a big hater boy.
Look how Comey in the interview with Stephanopoulos accused Trump of being immoral
because of his supposed “moral equivalency” over Charlottesville. This refers to Trump
saying they were bad actors on both sides of the fence that day. ABC ran a quick clip
of “White supremacists” with tiki torches chanting “Whites live matter” like that was so evil
(White lives DO matter).
Let me tell you I was at Charlottesville and it was the lefty ANTIFA goons who were the
ones totally violent and evil (bussed in by Soros operations). The regular White people were
there to peacefully protest about the removal of Robert E. Lee’s statue — which is perfectly
in our right to do! Governor Terry McAuliffe and the Charlottesville Jew boy mayor, set it all
up — they are the ones who should be screamed about left and right.
You might ask “what’s diversity got to do with careerism?” Well, you combine the poison of
“PC” with career freaks, you get all sorts of insanity. Ambitious creeps know exactly the
kind of crap to spout nowadays. Capiche?
Now I’m just a regular guy here. I like steak and potatoes, I want the women I sleep
with born female, I believe in America first and White people are indeed a great and noble
fair-minded race. Call me extremist: I can’t stand these stinking brainwashed liberals and
their White-hating Jew boy instigators!
There’s another thing going on that it’s difficult to understand. Fate always finds a way to
come home to ruin best laid plans of mice and men. Call it the act of “God” or “Kismet” —
doesn’t matter. There seems to be a greater intelligence out there, hell-bent on exposing
arrogance and vanity — emails, memos, book deals and TV interviews be damned.
Not that I’m some big time philosopher sort of guy.
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